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There’s Something About Cornwall
Julia Renton returns from a trip to Kenya to discover her mother is dead – evidently having committed suicide. Her brother Ryan is equally
devastated and the pair rushes to their cottage in Cornwall to escape their cold and unforgiving father. Soon, a body is discovered in an outhouse and
things start to go wrong, including the presumed murder of one half of an elderly pair of sisters, and the Renton’s cottage burning down. Trying to
move on, Julia takes employment with Bryce Davies, a local holiday and property dealer. There seems to be something major in the pipeline and
Bryce is involved, but his intentions with the Rentons are possibly less than innocent. When strange things start happening to Julia, she realises
someone has made themselves involved in her life – and closer than she originally thought.
Escape to the gorgeous seaside resort of Port Pol, where love and laughter overflow in the Cornish sunshine. 'I love Beth Good's quirky style!' bestselling author, Katie Fforde After ten long years away, television star Daisy Diamond is finally going home. She's not back at the gorgeous seaside
resort of Port Pol in sunny Cornwall five minutes before she realises the mistake she's made. Her childhood sweetheart Nick Old - affectionately
known as 'Devil' - is still living there, running the local bookshop, and he is determined to rekindle their flame. Daisy is no longer the dewy-eyed
romantic of her school days. Her life may not have gone according to plan, but she's not afraid to show Nick how much she's grown since he
famously dumped her at the school leavers' disco. Even if it means bending her heart out of shape a little . . . A charming summer novella from
popular romantic comedy writer Beth Good and another entry in her quirky 'Oddest Little Shop' series.
Come and spend the summer in a charming village by the sea. Breathe in the crisp, salty air, slip off your shoes and feel the golden sand beneath your
feet… Claudia has never regretted leaving her corporate city life behind and escaping to this piece of coastal paradise. With her cheeky cat Pudding by
her side, she has built a community of loyal friends who feel more like family. Her shop at the end of the beach road is full of things that bring joy to
locals and visitors alike. Life has finally settled into a perfect, comfortable rhythm. That is until widower Jason moves to town with his teenage daughter
Millie, looking for a new start for both of them. Millie is instantly drawn to the delights of Claudia’s shop and her free-spirited way of life. However,
practical architect Jason is less than thrilled about his daughter’s new interests. He doesn’t shy away from telling Claudia exactly what he thinks and
sparks fly every time they meet. But Jason and Millie aren’t the only newcomers this summer and life in the harbour, especially Claudia’s, is about
to change in more ways than one. As circumstances throw Claudia into Jason’s path in increasingly unexpected ways, she begins to glimpse what lies
beneath his fiery temper and sharp tongue. Claudia was sure her life was complete, but could something have been missing after all? The only book
you need in your beach bag this summer. Fans of Sarah Morgan, Cathy Bramley and Phillipa Ashley will be charmed by this seaside romance filled
with warmth, humour and heart. Why readers love Helen Pollard: ‘Oh wow! I absolutely loved, lived, laughed and cried with this brilliant, addictive
tale… A beautiful, fun tale, set in stunning surroundings, with characters that you don't want to leave behind. Highly recommended!’ Renita
D’Silva ‘Like sunshine on a cloudy day this is a book to warm your heart. I loved it.’ Shellyback Books ‘Oh, how joyous it was…I did enjoy
every single minute… I was distraught when the story was finished… A perfect summer book.’ Lilac Diaries ‘Helen Pollard can do NO wrong…
This really is a wonderfully feel good read.’ Best Crime Books and More ‘Fabulous… I loved all the characters… Transports you to a world that
you don't want to leave.’ Rachel’s Random Reads ‘Wow what a book… Easy, enjoyable and a book that you won't want to put down.
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Brilliant.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘The absolute best vacation read… Amazing, genuine and unforgettable.’ Chocolate ‘n’ Waffles ‘I was
completely spellbound… I highly recommend you to take a fictional holiday by reading this book.’ With Love for Books ‘A perfect summer
sunshine read.’ My Chestnut Reading Tree ‘What a lovely gem of a book… Gentle and warm with some lovely characters and a good bit of eye
candy… Perfect for a pick-me-up summer read where you just want to lose yourself in the story.’ The Met Line Reader ‘I loved every single page
of this book and didn't want the story to end. It had me hooked from start to finish, had me giggling on the bus (rather embarrassing). It is one of
those warm, cosy books that needs coffee and croissants.’ The Reading Shed ‘Brilliant… I chuckled often and there were even a couple of belly
laughs… One night, being unable to sleep, I decided to read just a few more pages and ended up reading until 3 am!… Now that is what I call a good
book.’ Janni B’s Book Reviews
Sixteen-year-old Jamie New comes out and wears a dress to the school prom, with encouragement from his friends and his loving mother.
The Land's End; a Naturalist's Impressions in West Cornwall
Escape into a heartwarming, feelgood summer read
Killed in Cornwall
A Cornish Murder Mystery Series
A Cosy Christmas in Cornwall
Weathering the Storm

There is the Cornwall Lamorna Ash knew as a child - the idyllic, folklore-rich place where she spent her summer
holidays. Then there is the Cornwall she discovers when, feeling increasingly dislocated in London, she moves
to Newlyn, a fishing town near Land's End. This Cornwall is messier and harder; it doesn't seem like a place that
would welcome strangers. But before long, Lamorna finds herself on a week-long trawler trip with a crew of local
fishermen, afforded a rare glimpse into their world, their warmth and their humour. Out on the water, miles from
the coast, she learns how fishing requires you to confront who you are and what it is that tethers you to the
land. Dark, Salt, Clear is a bracing journey of discovery and a captivating portrait of a community sustained and
defined by the sea for centuries.
You will love this wonderfully warm and witty novel from Fern Britton, the Sunday Times bestselling novelist.
The latest novel from Ali McNamara, Kate and Clara's Curious Cornish Craft Shop, is out now 'If you like your
stories with an added pinch of magic, you'll love this... wonderfully enjoyable' - Heat 'A magical tale of loss, love
and finding happiness in the most unlikely places' - Cathy Bramley ---------------------- Welcome to the gorgeous
Cornish town of St Felix, where there's magic in the air... When Ana inherits a broken-down camper van from her
best friend, she takes the chance for a quick trip to Cornwall - some sea air and fish and chips on the beach is
just the tonic she needs. But St Felix has bigger plans for Ana. She discovers a series of unsent postcards,
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dating back to the 1950s, hidden in the upholstery of the van. Ana knows that it's a sign: she'll make sure that
the messages reach the person that they were meant for. And as the broken-down van is restored to gleaming
health, so Ana begins to find her way back to happiness.
St Aidan: a cosy Cornish village where friendships are made for life and it’s always cocktail hour somewhere...
The perfect cosy read for fans of Phillipa Ashley, Trisha Ashley and Holly Martin! A December to remember...
Dangerous Secrets
Based on True Events Witnessed by a Former Police Sergeant
Includes the Isles of Scilly
A feel-good novel filled with seaside secrets
Starting Again in Cornwall
Part 1: Unofficial Secrets
'One Cornish Summer captured my heart and didn't let it go until long after I'd finished
it. A heart rending story about secrets, lies and the power of love' Cathy Bramley
Against the beauty of Cornwall, a story of two women struggling with their past: one
cannot remember hers, the other cannot forget... When Hebe receives a life-changing
diagnosis at only 53, she struggles to make sense of what it will mean for her, her job
and the man she loves. With memories slipping away by the day, she flees to the one place
she has always felt safe and peaceful - Cornwall, and the house her family spent so many
summers in. Lucy is having her own crisis, and seizes the chance to follow her aunt to
Cornwall. Curious about what has driven Hebe there after so many years, she also has to
battle with the secret she has kept since her family's last summer there more than ten
years ago. Both women will learn that memories live in our hearts and that sharing
secrets can set you free... But can they find their way back to the things that are truly
important to them? The perfect escapist read for fans of Rachel Hore, Lucinda Riley and
Karen Swan. 'Full of warmth, wisdom and compassion...Liz Fenwick's writing is vivid,
satisfying and descriptive' Daily Express 'A moving and heart-felt story' The Lady
'Fenwick brings us her best novel yet in One Cornish Summer as she casts her humane and
discerning eye over family bonds, relationships, the nature of love, and the power of the
landscape to inspire, console and renew... Immaculately researched and emotionally
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astute, this is a fabulous holiday read with heart, drama, history and humour' Lancashire
Post ***** Readers are enchanted by One Cornish Summer: 'A joy to read' 'Once more Liz
has transported me to my favourite place in Cornwall to walk side by side with her
characters...A perfect read in any season!' 'Wonderful characters, secrets and
romance...hard to put down' 'Simply outstanding...a story that will carry you away' 'Liz
Fenwick has done it again...A must read' 'Characters who become part of your life in a
beautiful, evocative setting' 'Love, relationships, and secrets...a sublime read which is
cleverly crafted, intricately researched and beautifully written' 'This book will always
be a very special one for me' 'Absolutely perfect Cornish read' 'What a heartwarming but
heartbreaking story'
This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can usually
download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos) from the publisher. Not
indexed. Not illustrated. 1908 edition. Excerpt: ... CHAPTER XII CORNISH HUMOUR Native
humour--Deceptive signs--Adventures in search of humour--Irish and Cornish expression--A
traveller in a stony country--The stone-digger--Taking you literally--The danger of using
figures of speech--Anecdotes--The Cornish funny man--English and Cornish
humour--Unconscious humour of two kinds--A woman preacher--A story of Brett the
artist--Examples of unconscious humour--A local preacher--An old man and a
parrot--Children's humour--Guize-dancing. IT is permissible to a writer once in a
lifetime to illustrate his work by an allusion to that celebrated "Chapter on Snakes," in
an island in which these reptiles are not found. But I am not saying that there is no
humour in Cornwall. There may be such a thing; but if you meet with it you will find that
it is of the ordinary sort, only of an inferior quality, and that there is very little.
What I can say is there is no Cornish humour, no humour of the soil and race, as there is
an Irish and a Scotch humour, and even as there is an English humour, which may be of a
poor description in comparison with the Hibernian, but is humour nevertheless, native and
local, and not confined to Dorset and Warwickshire but to be met with in every county
from the Tamar to the Tweed. This came as a great surprise to me since I had often read
in books and articles about the county that the Cornish are a humorous folk, and those
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who have been there and profess to know the people say that it is so. Their humour, like
their imagination (for they are also credited with that faculty), is sometimes vaguely
described as of the Celtic sort. My surprise was all the greater when I came and saw the
people and received confirmation, as I imagined, through the sense of sight of all I had
been...
Set adrift on the tides of fate by the deaths of her parents and left wanting answers,
Laura Callaway now lives with her uncle and his disapproving wife in North Cornwall.
There she feels like a castaway, always viewed as an outsider even as she yearns to
belong. While wreckers search for valuables along the windswept Cornwall coast--known for
its many shipwrecks but few survivors--Laura searches for clues to the lives lost so she
can write letters to next of kin and return keepsakes to rightful owners. When a man is
washed ashore after a wreck, Laura acts quickly to protect him from a local smuggler
determined to destroy him. As Laura and a neighbor care for the survivor, they discover
he has curious wounds and, although he speaks in careful, educated English, his accent
seems odd. Other clues wash ashore, and Laura soon realizes he is not who he seems to be.
Despite the evidence against him, the mysterious man might provide her only chance to
discover the truth about her parents' fate. With danger pursuing them from every side,
and an unexpected attraction growing between them, will Laura ever find the answers she
seeks?
DI Jack Pearce is investigating a series of burglaries and brutal attacks on young women
which has broken out in Cornwall. Once again his on-off girlfriend Rose Trevelyan finds
herself at the heart of the investigation. With her intimate knowledge of the private
lives of those connected to the case, Rose must work hard not to jump to conclusions
about the innocence of those she knows. As the crimes become more serious, both newcomers
to the area and familiar faces become suspects. But who should Rose – and Jack – believe?
The Cornish House
There’s Something About Cornwall
Daughters of Cornwall
The Unpredictable Consequences of Love
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One Cornish Summer
The Path to the Sea

Escape to the Cornish coast with a new heartwarming Tremarnock novel, perfect for fans of Jill Mansell and Philippa Ashley. Be careful what
you kiss for... Esme Posorsky is an enigma. For as long as people can remember, she has been part of community life in the quaint Cornish
fishing village of Tremarnock, but does anyone really know her? She is usually to be found working in her pottery studio or at home with her
beloved cat, Rasputin. But when an old school friend turns up with a secret from the past, nothing will ever be the same again. Meanwhile
teenager, Rosie, is excited to find a bottle washed up on Tremarnock beach with a message from a former German prisoner of war. While the
rest of the village is up in arms about a new housing development, she sets out to find him. Little does she know, however, that her discovery
will unleash a shocking chain of events that threatens to blow her family apart. Tremarnock may look like a cosy backwater, but some of its
residents are about to come face-to-face with tough decisions and cold reality... 'A charming, warm-hearted read ... Pure escapism' ALICE
PETERSON. 'The literary equivalent of a gin and tonic on a hot summer's day ... A delicious, delightful and decadent tale' BOOKISH
JOTTINGS.
Sometimes going home is just the beginning... ‘Vivid and beautifully written, Liz Fenwick is a gifted storyteller’ Sarah Morgan, Sunday Times
bestselling author 'Atmospheric, emotional and full of mystery – an absolute pleasure from page one' Veronica Henry, Sunday Times
bestselling author
Christmas is coming, and the goose is not the only thing feeling a little heavier than it used to be. Alongside the countdown to the festivities,
and one of the busiest times of the year, Alice is now well into her second pregnancy, and ticking off the days until she can finally stop work
for a little while, and prepare to welcome her baby into the world. While two-year-old Ben is dreaming of a white Christmas, Alice is floored by
the news from her midwife that she is not as well as she might be. Her nerves are set further on edge by a trip to a hidden cove with Lizzie,
where she learns the story of a young woman whose baby was lost at sea, and whose ghost is now said to haunt the sands. With some
unsettling dreams, and strange goings-on at home and at work, Alice begins to fear for her health and her sanity. Is she being targeted by
some unseen force, or might she actually be losing her mind? Using Sam's rational nature to help keep calm, Alice resolves to make this a
Christmas to remember. This much is guaranteed, but possibly not in quite the ways she'd imagined. Book Eight of the Coming Back to
Cornwall series, Sparkling Like Snow is a Christmas cracker of a book that will have you longing for a crackling fire and a glass of mulled
wine, whatever the time of year.
A Cornish Journey is a true story set in the early 1970’s. It tells a tale of how it came to be that I left Cheshire and commenced a new life in
Cornwall. The story describes an era that was relatively free of bureaucratic restraints, something that is rare in modern times. Follow the
story in my attempts to become a rock climber, commercial fisherman and an Australian citizen. My story contains police chases, a fight,
romance, a European tour and much more. The pace is fast and furious injected with humour throughout.
Daisy's Vintage Cornish Camper Van
a stirring, heartwarming Cornish saga
Heart of Wood
The Cornish Princess
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A Second Chance Summer
The Report on the Farming of Cornwall; to which the Prize was Awarded by the Royal Agricultural Society of England. [With a Map.]
Inspired by a haunting true story, a gorgeous and atmospheric novel about the mysterious disappearance
of three lighthouse keepers from a remote tower miles from the Cornish coast—and about the wives left
behind On New Year’s Eve, 1972, a boat pulls up to the Maiden Rock lighthouse with relief for the
keepers. But no one greets the boat. When the entrance door, locked from the inside, is battered down,
rescuers find an empty tower. A table is laid for a meal not eaten. The Principal Keeper’s weather log
describes a storm raging round the tower, but the skies have been clear all week. And the clocks have
all stopped at 8:45. What strange fate befell the doomed men? The heavy sea whispers their names. Black
rocks roll beneath the surface, drowning ghosts. And out of the swell like a finger of light, the saltscratched tower stands lonely and magnificent. Two decades later, a writer determined to find out the
truth about the men’s disappearance visits the wives who were left behind. Moving between the women’s
stories and the men’s last weeks together in the lighthouse, we see long-held secrets surface and truths
twist into lies as we try to piece together what happened, why and who to believe. In her riveting and
suspenseful novel, Emma Stonex writes a story about isolation and obsession, reality and illusion, and
what it takes to keep the light burning when all else is swallowed by darkness.
With their wedding on hold and rented house sold to new owners, Sam and Alice are all at sea - moving in
with Julie and Luke, along with toddler Ben and new dog Meg, until they find a place of their own. Sam
struggles to adjust to the changes - particularly as teenage daughter Sophie has moved away - and
compensates by throwing himself into his work and lifeboat training. Alice finds herself missing him;
even when he's at home, he is clearly not happy. This is only exacerbated by the problems between Sam's
sister Janie and Alice's chef Jonathan, whose relationship appears to be in trouble. Add to this the
untimely appearance of a significant ex, the advent of a new hotel (which threatens direct competition
for Amethi), and a frightening accident one dark, rainy night... Alice should know by now that nothing
is straightforward - but at least there's never time to get bored.
Can Kerra's Cornish hometown offer the fresh start she needs? When Kerra left the quiet Cornish town of
Penvennan Cove for the bright lights of London she didn't look back. But after the death of her mother,
she's decided it's time to face her past and return to the place she called home. Her father needs her,
and perhaps she needs him more than she's willing to admit? Tackling town gossip, home renovations and a
flame from her past, it's not quite smooth sailing for Kerra. Ross is the bad boy she was meant to
forget, not a man who still sets her heart aflutter. As he helps bring her dream home to life, they
begin to break down the barriers that have been holding them back and in the process learn things about
themselves they never thought possible. As friends old and new come together, the future in Penvennan
looks bright. Perfect for fans of Milly Johnson, Phillipa Ashley and Julie Houston.
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A heartwarming summer romance to whisk you off your feet. Perfect for fans of Fern Britton, Caroline
Roberts and Debbie Johnson. For a very British summer holiday...
A Cornish Secret
A Cornish Cottage by the Sea: A heartwarming, hilarious romance read set in Cornwall!
One Silver Summer
Cornwall
A Cornish Journey
Did You Know There Are Dragons in Cornwall?
Escape to the beautiful Cornish coast with this heart-tugging, romantic story - perfect for fans of Fern Britton and Rosamunde Pilcher When
artist Maddie inherits a house in Cornwall shortly after the death of her husband, she hopes it will be the fresh start she and her step-daughter
desperately need. Trevenen is beautiful but neglected, and as Maddie discovers the stories of generations of women who've lived there
before, she begins to feel her life is somehow intertwined within its walls. But Maddie's dream of a calm life in the countryside is far from the
reality she faces - and as she pulls at the seams of Trevenen's past, the house reveals secrets that have lain hidden for generations. 'A heart
tugging story of loss and recovery' Fanny Blake, WOMAN & HOME 'This is a book about loss, misguided decisions, heartbreak and change,
but it's also about hope, long held secrets and friendships formed between the unlikeliest of people ... [it] made me laugh out loud and cry a
few times. I loved it' NOVELICIOUS 'The story is beautifully told with characters who reach out to you' SIDMOUTH HERALD 'THE CORNISH
HOUSE is an escapist and often emotional book, in which relationships are put to the test' STAR MAGAZINE 'Totally absorbing, a delightful
debut novel' TELEGRAPH & ARGUS
Britain's most popular holiday destination has been left with no stone unturned in updating the second edition of Footprint's full-colour guide,
Cornwall with Kids. This popular guide provides you with the complete low-down on where to go, what to see and how to get the most from
your family holiday. Cornwall is everything a family holiday should be - braving surf, building sandcastles and sampling fish and chips. Perfect
for any family budget, Cornwall with Kids offers insight into exactly where to pitch the tent, buy local food and plan days out for free, plus
reviews of the top hotels along with the must-see attractions like the Eden Project and St Michael's Mount. Whether it's a day trip to the Isles
of Scilly or finding the best beaches for rockpooling that takes your fancy, you won't want to leave home without this full-colour guide. - Teach
the kids how to surf at one of the many acclaimed North Atlantic surf schools. - Sample the culinary delights, full listings on where to find the
best Cornish food, including that perfect pasty. - Great days out, from the Eden Project to the Lost Gardens of Heligan. - Whether the sun is
blazing or the rain is pouring, there are tips here for all weather.
The new delightfully uplifting romantic comedy from Daisy James. Perfect for fans of Mandy Baggot, Christie Barlow and Zara Stoneley. A
knight in a shining camper van!
There’s Something About CornwallHarperCollins UK
Penhaligon's Pride
Make
Dark, Salt, Clear
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Coming Home to Penvennan Cove
The Cornish Scoop

Escape to the Cornish coast with a new heartwarming Tremarnock novel, perfect for fans of Jill Mansell and Philippa
Ashley. The Cornish fishing village of Tremarnock seems to have it all. Charming houses cluster round the harbour where
fishermen unload their catch each day. There is a pub, a corner shop and a brilliant restaurant. Everyone knows everyone
else and mostly they look out for each other. But throw a stranger – a beautiful stranger – into the mix and all bets are off.
Vivacious Chabela Penhallow is on holiday from Mexico to find out more about her Cornish roots, but rumours soon start
to fly. Why has she really come? What is she running from? Is there more to her than meets the eye? The Girl Who Came
Home to Cornwall is an engaging story of love, betrayal, despair, happiness and hope. Suddenly a peaceful seaside
village is in turmoil and nothing will ever be quite the same again. 'A charming, warm-hearted read ... Pure escapism'
ALICE PETERSON. 'The literary equivalent of a gin and tonic on a hot summer's day ... A delicious, delightful and
decadent tale' BOOKISH JOTTINGS.
Having given up a high-powered job and the lifestyle to match, Tessa Hainsworth had no idea how hard she would
struggle when, full of optimism, she fulfilled her dream of moving to rural Cornwall with her young family one September.
Within months, she is almost ready to return to London, tail between her legs: her husband is still out of work, her children
are struggling in a cold, damp, tumbledown house and the family is running out of money u fast. But a chance encounter in
the local post office leads her to accept the unlikeliest of job offers. Up with the Larks charts Tessa's turbulent first year
with the Royal Mail, and her transformation from outsider to 'Posh Postie', adopted Cornishwoman and much-loved
member of her new community. She starts in the bitter darkness of midwinter, faced with the perils of the Christmas rush, a
van with a mind of its own and a host of unfamiliar routes, local characters and their animals, large and small.
Is it possible to relive the best time of your life? As they approach their 30s, Alice and Julie decide to throw caution to the
wind; coming back to Cornwall where they spent a long, happy summer ten years before. Alice harbours hopes of finding
Sam, the love of her life, while Julie is determined to enjoy the freedom she's been missing.
The stirring second installment in Terri Nixon's Penhaligon Saga series 1910. Anna Garvey and her daughter are still
running the Tin Streamer's Arms in Caernoweth, Cornwall, and it finally seems like she has left her tumultuous history
behind in Ireland. Meanwhile Freya Penhaligon has blossomed and is now the object of increasing affection of Hugh, the
elder son of the wealthy Batten family. After the dramatic events of the previous months, it feels like everything is finally
getting back to normal. But when Anna inadvertently reveals something she shouldn't, she finds herself at the centre of a
blackmail plot and it seems like the past she longed to escape is coming back to haunt her. To make matters worse, the
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tiny fishing hamlet is battered by a terrible storm and shifting relationships find themselves under more scrutiny than ever
before. With the Penhaligon family at breaking point it will take enormous strength and courage to bring them back
together - but is it already too late?
The Lamplighters
Everybody's Talking about Jamie
Cornwall with Kids
A Seaside Affair: A heartwarming, gripping read from the Top Ten bestseller
A heartwarming and feel good beach read
The Oddest Little Book Shop
John Cornwall started life as your original thin, asthmatic eight stone weakling who meets his first love only to
see her snatched away from him by a brutal murderer. This sparks a unique skill in him that will change his life
forever. As he slowly develops this new found skill he is able to use it to track down and seek revenge for the
murder of his girlfriend. However, the use of this skill does not go unnoticed and soon a Chief Forensic Officer
begins investigating only to discover that there is more to John than meets the eye. All the time John is also being
secretly observed and evaluated. John joins the Ministry of Defence and becomes embroiled in a major conspiracy
which threatens his very life and belief in what is right and wrong, while his own private life suffers even more
tragedy when the beautiful Vivian enters his life. John will need all his new found skill and more to help him just
survive, but at what cost? This book marks the first of a series of John Cornwall adventures.
After losing her mum in an accident, Sass is sent to live with her uncle in England. Far from her native Brooklyn,
the rocky shores and crumbling castles of Cornwall seem like the perfect place to hide her grief. And when she
stumbles across a silver horse in a sunlit meadow Sass feels a surprising sense of peace...only to have it broken
by a boy.
Welcome to a dark future metropolis, where ancient wood is valued like gold and fresh air is sold as the ultimate
fix. A future of tyrannical oligarchy, media overlords and mad gangs. After fleeing north from the war in South
Sudan, Alek and her brother finally find refuge in one of the last forests. Their world changes as something
crashes from the skies into the trees. An alien force bringing a positivity that threatens the oligarchy with a
fertile hope.
The Cornish Scoop is a novel, but I'll be totally honest, there's very little I've had to imagine as I have experienced
the majority of the content in this book in my career as a police officer. Treavey is a Cornish police officer who is
just out of his probation in 1994 and making it alone in the big wide world of policing. Perhaps unsurprisingly,
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this very much reflects the time and locations of my own policing experience, so I will leave it up to you which
parts are made up and which are true. Remember that life tends to be stranger than fiction! There is a golden
thread throughout the story of a major drug smuggling operation into Perranporth, a Cornish seaside town near
Newquay, leading to many fatal overdoses. The main character, Treavey, has numerous adventures along the way
including air-sea rescues, shipwrecks, a plane crash and many a pursuit along the stunning cliff tops. You may
know through my previous autobiography, 'Firearms and Fatals' that I like the human side to policing, so I relied
on my experiences in describing Treavey looking for an Alzheimer's sufferer who wanders off at night in a
Cornish storm in just her nighty. If you love Cornwall, or you remember visiting Cornwall in the summer holidays
as a child, then this book will feed your senses.
Book Seven of the Coming Back to Cornwall Series
What Happens In Cornwall...
Book Eight of the Coming Back to Cornwall Series
Jon Cornwall's Adventures
A feel-good read!
A Novel
Jill Mansell's bestseller THE UNPREDICTABLE CONSEQUENCES OF LOVE is an unforgettable tale of sunny days on the beach, Cornwall in
the summer and secrets about to be revealed. Perfect for readers of Lucy Diamond and Veronica Henry. In the idyllic seaside town of St
Carys, Sophie is putting the past firmly behind her. When Josh arrives in St Carys to run the family hotel, he can't understand why Sophie
has zero interest in letting any man into her life. He also can't understand how he's been duped into employing Sophie's impulsive friend
Tula, whose crush on him is decidedly unrequited. St Carys has more than its fair share of characters, including the charming but utterly
feckless surfer Riley Bryant, who has a massive crush on Tula. Riley's aunt is superstar author Marguerite Marshall. And Marguerite has
designs on Josh's grandfather...who in turn still adores his glamorous ex-wife, Dot... Just how many secrets can one seaside town keep?
What readers are saying about The Unpredictable Consequences of Love: 'The way in which the various stories played out - with all their
twists and turns, laughs and real sadness - against the vividly drawn Cornish setting made for quite engrossing reading' Goodreads
reviewer, 5 stars 'Wonderfully witty, highly compelling and absolutely impossible to resist' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'So much love is
flowing in this little seaside town and each of the characters are loveable and entertaining. The perfect read with no flaws and had me
hooked from start to finish' Amazon reviewer, 5 stars
"Tanya Anne Crosby has created her own mythology, where history and legend collide." - Whiskey & Wit Book Reviews Long before there
was a Winter King, there was a Summer Queen-Gwendolyn of Cornwall, a fierce warrior princess who raised an army to unite nations. Said
to be a changeling child left to the King and Queen of Cornwall, Gwen is "blessed" in her cradle with three Fae gifts: a prophecy for her
future, a gift of "Reflection," and a golden mane-literally. Every lock of her hair will turn to gold, only provided 'tis cut by her one true
love. But no one understands more than Gwendolyn that her blessings are truly curses. Any man who gazes upon her will only see his
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own heart reflected in her countenance, and depending upon his virtue, she is either the loveliest woman in all the land... or the most
hideous. It's a cruel jest of the capricious Fae, for unless a man's heart is true, Gwendolyn is destined to be coveted for her crown, yet
despised for her face. To make matters worse, Gwendolyn's aging and ailing father is desperate for an alliance with Brutus of Loegria.
"The Romans are coming," and according to the Goldenchild Prophecy, only by uniting their Draig banners can they stem the Red Tide.
Offered to Brutus's ambitious son, Prince Locrinus, Gwendolyn's heart is nevertheless tempted by a mysterious, maddening half-blood
Fae whom she can never wed if she is to fulfill her crib side prophecy. Part 1 of an exciting, new series.
‘Beautifully crafted and wrapped in romance’ Sunday Times bestseller Heidi Swain Those who don’t jump will never fly...
The No.1 Sunday Times bestselling novel!
A Castaway in Cornwall
Sparkling Like Snow
The feel-good summer romance to read on holiday this year
A Wedding in Cornwall (Books 1-6)
Observations on the Antiquities, Historical and Monumental, of the County of Cornwall. Consisting of several essays ... With a vocabulary
of the Cornu-British language. [With plates after designs by the author, and with a map.]
The Girl Who Came Home to Cornwall

The first six novellas in the UK bestselling series A Wedding in Cornwall are now available in
one collection! Follow the adventures of American event planner Julianne Morgen, who finds
herself swept away by a sudden career opportunity at a beautiful Cornish estate. Planning
everything from celebrity weddings to baking contests, and entangled romantically with the
handsome Poldark-esque gardener Matthew Rose, Julianne's life is filled with friends, fun, and
romance as she discovers her place in a quiet Cornish village.This collection contains A
Wedding in Cornwall, A Christmas in Cornwall, A Cottage in Cornwall, A Manor in Cornwall, A
Bake Off in Cornwall, and A Castle in Cornwall. Exclusive bonus materials from Book 1 are also
included.
Be careful what you kiss for
Up with the Larks
The Little Shop in Cornwall
Life in a Cornish Fishing Town
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